Guideline Universal Design
Sheet 11: PowerPoint

What? 1
PowerPoint (PPT) is a digital presentation software programme. A universally
accessible PowerPoint supports the learning of all students. A good PowerPoint
contains images, sounds, videos, text and graphs that are accessible to everyone to
make an interactive presentation.

Why and for whom? 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
The use of an accessible PowerPoint presentation (PPT) has educational benefits for all
students, in particular for students with a disability:
 Structure | PPT provides structure for the content and supports the speaker in
formulating clear summaries.
 Time | PPT facilitates more efficient use of time: less time is spent writing on the
blackboard or whiteboard, making the presentation easier to understand.
 Motivation and understanding | Students experience positive effects: they find
lessons more interesting and are more motivated. They report a higher self-efficacy,
can write better and with more structure on handouts and understand the lesson
content better.
 Disability | PPT offers benefits for students with a disability. Having access to the
slides of a lesson in advance may be necessary, for example, for students with
dyslexia, a motor or visual impairment, autism spectrum disorder or ADHD. The
student can prepare the lesson this way, distinguish the main and side issues and
master the structure. For students with a visual disability, it may also be necessary to
be able to follow the lesson through the magnification software.
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 Facilitates target groups | PPT facilitates specific target groups, such as students with
a different mother tongue or students with a lower reading speed. PPT also facilitates
reading speed and taking notes.

Teachers sometimes show resistance to making the lesson slides digitally available in
advance, on the one hand from the concern that students would no longer come to class,
and on the other that this would provoke a passive attitude during class. However, research
shows that supplying complete or reduced slides (key words) doesn’t have an effect on the
presence and notation during the lesson. If the teacher does not make the PowerPoint
universally available (discouraged), the PowerPoint must be offered to students with specific
needs as a reasonable adjustment. Preferably offer the PowerPoint in the original format
(.ppt format) so that the student can adapt it to his own specific needs (font size, tab order,
software, etc.).

Tips & Tricks 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Settings, structure and layout
 Meaningful name | Give the document a meaningful name (e.g.
lesson_subject_date).
 Language file | Set the primary language of the document via file > options >
language (needed for reading software). Even if the language of only one text
fragment differs from the language of the rest of the document, it is still
necessary to indicate this language change.
 Template | Use the design templates that are available in PPT.
 Slide titles | Provide a unique title for each slide (via start> arrange> selection
pane you can make it invisible on the slide, but make it detectable for reading
software).
 Structural elements | Use the offered structural elements (e.g. numbering,
tables, etc.).
 Tab order | Set the tab order via the start screen> arrange> selection pane.
 Structure and multimedia | Structure information and offer it multimedial (e.g.
text, video, audio,…).
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 Course of presentation | Show the course of the presentation (e.g. the number
of the current slide below).
 Hyperlinks | Always give hyperlinks a meaningful description (e.g. not just "click
here" but "click here to view the presentation").
 Notes | Use notes with the slides.
 Check accessibility | Check accessibility via check > check accessibility.
 Export / convert| Keep the accessibility characteristics when exporting /
converting. Check the following boxes when creating a PDF file: "convert
document information" and "labels for document structure for accessibility".

Text
 Font | Use a font size of at least 24 pt in a sans serif font (e.g. Arial or Calibri) and
ensure a contrast between text and the (simple) background.
 Emphasize text | Emphasize elements by using bold text. Do not use capital
letters, italics or underlined text. Avoid using only color.
 Language | Use simple language.
 1-6-6 rule | Dose information on the slides, use only key concepts in direct
writing style. Use the 1-6-6 rule: 1 idea per slide, 6 words per line and 6 lines per
slide.

Non-textual elements
 Tables | Make legible tables that can be understood without explanation.
Brana fastest payback period
Machine

Investment (millions euro)

Paypack period (months)

Argo

1000

48

Brana

1500

42

Cronux

2000

55
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 Graphs | Choose appropriate graphs based on the content, add the message
explicitly.

DIVISION INCOME COMPANY X IN 2018
Advice

Training

Sales

15%
47%
38%

 Images | Images speak more than words, but only if they have educational value.
 Alt text | Use an alternative text (Alt text) for images: format image> size and
properties> alternative text.
Image sort

Alternative text

Informative

Adequate description of image

Clickable

Destination of hyperlink

Image with text

Text in the image

Non-informative image

No alternative text

 Contrast | Provide sufficient contrast between the image and the background.
 Clear image | Do not use scanned or unclear images.
 Subtitles | Provide video or audio material with synchronized subtitles.
 Text equivalent | Provide a text equivalent for audio clips.
 Controls | Provide volume control and functions to quickly forward, pause and
navigate (also via the keyboard!).
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Know more?
 Read the article ‘make your PowerPoint presentations accessible to people with
disabilities’ by Microsoft Office.

In practice

"

“Releasing the note pages: we are experimenting with that. As a teacher you have to

think about what you write down here. It does increase accessibility. It shows why a
presentation looks a certain way. For example, you may have exam questions in your notes,
which you must remove. With small changes it can become very accessible.”

"

“There is a field of tension: PowerPoint is presentation material, but it is used as

course material. You have other principles that apply when presenting than when learning.
Consider, for example, Mayer's principles and his cognitive overload: you cannot put too
much on the PowerPoint. But of course students can't learn from that.”
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